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enter any famous tiktok performer s name into our tiktok influencer engagement and earnings calculator you will 

see they have the potential to earn a healthy income from their tiktok activities indeed if you enter your own 

username you might be surprised by what you could gain sure you don t make your money directly from tiktok itself 

but many famous tiktok stars make a living through influencer marketing forbes has calculated that addison rae 

made 5 million from her tiktok earnings last year 

unlike with youtube where you sell space on your videos and channel page for advertising at a rate decided by 

google tiktok does not yet compensate most of its users for running ads on their posted photos as such tiktok 

influencers and brands don t have an intermediary or any set rates if they choose to work together brands make 

deals with influencers and prices can vary markedly depending on the circumstances however one thing is 

consistent in nearly all cases influencers get paid more if they have both a high engagement rate as well as a high 

number of followers brands have learned that you can easily buy followers who are of no practical value to 

anybody hence they are far more interested in you having genuine followers those who interact with your posts 

diamonds are a virtual currency that s only used by streamers on tiktok its sole purpose is to store value before 

a streamer cashes out diamonds can t be used for anything else and can t be sent to other users 

there is no set magic number of followers needed to make a living on tiktok the essential factor is the strength of 

your following sure the more followers you have the more likely that some will buy your or your sponsor s products 

but they will only take notice of you if you re a genuine influencer i e you have to make your followers sit up and 

take note of your videos accounts with 500k to 1 million followers have the highest average engagement rate overall 
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no need to give an introduction about tiktok i know that but there might be people who came here out of curiosity 

because we are talking about making money that will fetch some users to have a read so basically tiktok is a mobile 

app platform developed by a chinese firm called bytedance tiktok was previously musical ly and then the developers 

decided to release tiktok which is a better version of musical ly you can post tiny videos of maximum 15 seconds in 

this app you can join these tiny videos together to post a video of maximum 60 seconds and now you can also get 

tiktok coins on your account i think the team is going to add more features soon 

most people use tik tok for killing time but there are also some people who use this social media for becoming 

famous this is possible only by getting their tik tok featured when it is featured those accounts will get more reach 

for their videos this will then give a higher amount of likes and followers in return there is no need of spending 

money for fame when there are free alternatives available yes don t ever spend your hard earned money for silly 

things like these tik tok is a growing community and therefore there are more frauds to cheat you also 

ideally you want all your niche themed videos to have the same look and feel about them you want to create your 

own style this is true even if you are simply making lip sync videos quite a few of the top tiktokers began making lip 

synch videos but the types of songs they chose and the way they made the videos made them identifiably theirs 

 


